Limits of parallel processing: excitatory convergence of different information channels on single neurons in striate and extrastriate visual cortices.
1. It has been postulated that the distinct parallel retino-geniculo-cortical information channels characterizing visual pathways of virtually all mammals are selectively linked to parallel motion, colour and/or form information processing 'streams' distinguishable within the primary visual cortices, extrastriate cortical areas of occipital lobes and the temporal and parietal visual cortices. 2. Using selective pressure-blocking of the large-fibre channel (the so-called Y-channel) in the optic nerve of the cat, we have experimentally examined the 'selective excitatory parallel links' hypothesis. We conclude that the majority of neurons in the primary visual cortices (areas 17, 18) as well as in the two 'higher order' visual areas, area 21a and posteromedial lateral suprasylvian (PMLS) area, constituting, respectively, part of the 'form' and part of the 'motion' processing streams, receive their excitatory inputs from both Y- and non-Y-information channels. In areas 17, 18 and 21a (but not in PMLS area), there are, however, subpopulations of cells that apparently receive excitatory inputs from only one information channel. 3. Review of the relevant work on the macaque monkey suggests that the situation is similar in the primate: that is, there is a substantial degree of excitatory convergence of different retino-geniculo-cortical information channels on single neurons in the primary visual cortices and the extrastriate cortices constituting parts of the form/colour or the motion processing streams. 4. Despite this high degree of excitatory convergence of different information channels, the large-fibre channels (the Y-channel in the cat and the magnocellular or Y-like channel in macaque), are in both carnivores and primates the principal contributors to the motion processing cortical streams.